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EUROZONE: CONSUMERS, RETAIL DRAG DOWN CONFIDENCE 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

Eurozone economic sentiment indicator, September 
 
  Econ. Conf. Industrial Consumer Services  Business Climate 
 
Actual  99.9  -5.5  -11.4  3.2  0.07 
Previous  100.6  -5.3  -10.0  3.1  0.16 
Consensus 99.9  -5.8  -11.4  2.5  0.10 
Berenberg  99.6  -7.0  -11.4  1.9  0.00 
 
Eurozone economic confidence fell again in September, as the Putin factor spread to domestic demand. The over-
all Eurozone economic sentiment index from the EU Commission fell to 99.9, down from 100.6. That was a little less bad 
than we had feared, but still the lowest level since November last year and below its long-run average of 100. The latest 
decline was driven by lower consumer (-1.4 points to –1.4) and retail trade (-2.6 points to -7.2) indicators. Both remained 
above their long-term averages of -13.2 and -9.1, respectively, but after holding up well for a long time, the uncertainty 
caused largely by Russia’s aggression in Eastern Ukraine and other geo-political crises has spread from the more export-
oriented manufacturing sector to the domestic economy. Incidentally, industrial confidence fell only a little while the ser-
vices sector’s outlook as well as that of the construction sector even brightened a bit. The EU Commission’s business cli-
mate indicator, which tracks the current cyclical position of the economy, indicated only minimal growth at 0.07 at the end 
of Q3. We expect merely 0.1% GDP growth for Q3 and also for Q4 for the Eurozone as a whole. 
 
Highlighting the fact that Putin is behind much of the decline, the countries in Eastern and Central Europe, which have 
tighter trade and energy links with Russia, have fared worst since the start of the year. Sentiment has fallen by 4 to 6 points 
since February in the Baltics, for example, after Russia annexed Crimea at gunpoint in March. Austria is another heavily 
exposed country, where sentiment has dropped from 101.3 in March to 93.0 in September. Even strong Germany dropped 
from 107.5 in March to 103.8 now. On the other hand, sentiment is still much higher than at the start of the year in the 
former crisis countries on the euro periphery. Sentiment even rebounded a bit in Spain (+0.5 to 104.0) and Portugal (+1.1 
to 101.6) in September, pointing to significant output growth in these two bright spots. However, sentiment dropped in 
Italy (-0.9 to 96.9) and Greece (-2.7 to 99.3), where political concerns may play a role, in September. Other important 
countries like France (+0.2 to 95.3) and the Netherlands (+0.3 to 101.2) were stable at their respective low and high levels. 
 
The cease fire in Eastern Ukraine has relegated the conflict from the top head lines a bit, raising hopes that econom-
ic confidence might start recovering soon. Resilient global demand growth and the ECB stimulus should help stabilise the 
economy and – if Putin does not go any further and the crisis in the Middle East can be contained – allow the Eurozone 
economy to return to stronger growth at the end of the year. However, Italy and France clearly need more than that and 
require significant progress in their structural reform agenda to benefit proportionately from any overall upswing. 
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Eurozone Economic Sentiment  
 
Index level SEP AUG JUL JUN MAY APR 

Economic Conf. 99.9 100.6 102.2 102.1 102.6 102.0 

Industrial Conf. -5.5 -5.3 -3.8 -4.3 -3.1 -3.5 

Consumer Conf. -11.4 -10.0 -8.4 -7.5 -7.1 -8.6 

Services Conf. 3.2 3.1 3.6 4.4 3.8 3.5 

Business Climate  0.07 0.16 0.17 0.21 0.36 0.28 

 
Source: EU Commission 
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